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Keeping you up to date and informing you of the little things that help you enjoy life more at the club
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...

Spanish food
An interesting article by LMC SL
Director of food and beverage

...

La Manga Club
Owners Championship
We talk about our new sponsor
and how they have guaranteed
the event until 2015

...

Download the App
The new Business Association
App is ready to download.
It’s free and very helpful

...

LMC SL, AGREE TO BE
OUR MAIN SPONSOR FOR THE
OWNERS CHAMPIONSHIP!
The Owners Championship, has over the years been
sponsored by various corporations. The last time LMC
sponsored us was in 2009, since then we have played
the field. Due to our newly found partnership, they have
agreed to sponsor us in 2014 and 2015 as well as the
2015 Owners Matchplay Championship and the
Summer Tournament, so we are absolutely delighted!
It’s fantastic to have signed this contract with LMC SL, as this

What exactly does a

will enable these three events to flourish in the future. We

President do?

would also like to thank all of our local business sponsors

We talk to 3 Presidents and

with whom we look forward to a continuing relationship.

ask them what they do for you.
Very interesting reading!

...

La Manga Club SL
September saw the launch
of the new Owners card, here
Albert Barra explains it

What’s happening in the
property market?
We ask some of our on-site
experts for their take on the
trends at La Manga Club

who have been a tremendous help to us in this last year, and

We have tried to contact as many businesses as we can and
truly apologise if we have missed any of you off our list. If we
have, then please contact us and arrangements will be made!
Owners golf at La Manga Club is growing, it really is
wonderful to see the whole community pull together to make
these such great events.
This year we expect to have nearly 500 golfers on board and

Robin Fish - General Community President

Wepromisedyoua
printed magazine.
Well here it is!

that number is growing all of the time, so the future really is

We have now produced three online magazines, which we

bright for La Manga Club and its General Community!

decided on to get you more up-to-date news from the Club.

If you are interested in becoming a sponsor of any of our

We always intended to print two magazines a year, much the

events then please contact me, Ian Hunt.

same as the previous one. What we decided to do was a

huntian@me.com for more details.

compilation of all three online magazines into a printed hard
copy. The only difference is, this time we won’t be posting it.
This time you’ll be able to collect it from the General
Community office in Las Sabinas. You’ll also find it at the
Principe Felipe Hotel, MSB and a number of fine eateries
around the club. We believed that by not spending money on
postage would be further benefitting our owners.
As well as being far more current, we’ll be telling you more
about what’s about to happen, rather than showing you
pictures of what has happened. We hope you agree!
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Introducing the

CommunityTeams
By Andrew Fullerton-Batten, Vice President

La Manga
Club SL’s
Marketing
director says

In a new approach, the President believes that

more pairs of eyes are looking at The Club, more

Friends of La Manga Club, many of you already know

the way forward is to involve more people in the

minds are tasked with resolving problems and at

who I am, but I would like to introduce myself. My

running of the General Community than has

the same time the interests of the Communities are

name is Albert Barra, I have been the Marketing

previously been the case. This is not only to make

being represented.

Director of La Manga Club since January 2014.

The glue holding this together is the General

I would like to inform you, with reference to Marketing

available a wider range of skills but also to
reduce the amount of time commitment from
people who are essentially volunteers.
We looked at the previous structure and believe that
we can sharpen our focus in other areas. In addition to
Security, Health and Finance, we have added
Environment, which covers the previous areas
of gardening, road-sweeping, refuse collection and
pest control.
Our emphasis is not only keeping the resort clean and
tidy but trying to finds ways of improving its look. La
Manga Club SL and Cartagena Town Hall have been
discussing for some time the transfer of resort assets
from La Manga Club SL’s responsibility to the Town Hall

Community Office managed by Pascual Sanchez

and Promotion of the resort, that we are entering into a

assisted by Paqui Jumilla. They are often referred to as

new era which will bring many new developments as

La Manga Club´s Civil Service and it is still to this

well as challenges, that we hope will help the resort

Office that most of your enquiries should be addressed.

maintain its position as the leading sport and leisure

Also supporting the operation are Eulen who run our
Security. MSB who act as our administrators managing

We have always strived to be attentive to the needs of

the Finance. Miranda provides Gardening and Refuse

our clients and owners, always taking on-board their

Collection support, and Doctors Ramon and Eduardo run

suggestions. There is no one better qualified than them

the Medical Centre.

to inform us of what we should be incorporating into
what we do.

This structure was agreed by the Community Presidents
at the recent Presidents’ Meeting in March. We need to
fill out some of the blanks in the structure and to recast
the budget so that it is clear who is controlling what.

or even possibly to an Entidad.
We have introduced a new team under the heading of
Infrastructure, to look at how this is done and to
endeavour to protect owners’ interests on the way through.

designing the web site, and to looking at ways that the

Another new team under the heading of Owners´
Interests is charged with developing thinking in areas
which crop up across all the individual communities,
but which don’t fit neatly under any of the other teams.
These usually require some form of interface with La
Manga Club SL.

Community to help with the new website and online
to participate in any of the teams to come forward.

information that is important to you as owners of La

So as Robin promised in his manifesto there is

Manga Club.

continuity of service but also a change of style.

The General
Community
Offices and the
Medical Centre
At the President’s meeting in April it was brought to our

John and I are directly responsible for two teams each

attention that the new President of the General

and Robin for three.

Community was intending to dispose of the Medical

John runs Finance and Owners´ Interests. I run

Centre and the offices of the General Community.

Infrastructure and Environment. Robin runs Security,

We can now go on record and say categorically that

Health and Communications.

this will never happen, and there are no plans to do

In all the cases apart from Finance and Infrastructure

either. Hopefully these rumours will now desist.

areas run smoothly.
David Williams leads the Owners´ Interests team,
Jo Fish Environment, Ian Hunt Security, Heinz Gloor
Health, and Geoff Wood Communications.
Each team has at least three members and where
possible Presidents of Communities have been
recruited to participate in the operation. In this way

And with this we have teamed up with the General
newsletter. This helps us keep you updated with all the

John Douglass and I are Robin’s two Vice-Presidents.

there are Team Leaders in place to ensure that their

This has allowed us to update and modernise not only
our facilities, but also our own way of seeing things.

There is still an opportunity for those of you who wish

A Communications team has been briefed with reGeneral Community can communicate with owners.

resort in Europe.

I would hope that in this new era we are entering,
we can work in harmony, whilst on our part, aiming
to inform you of everything that is happening within
the resort.
And of course, looking forward to receiving any new
ideas or suggestions.
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My favourite

Spanish dishes
By Javier Olivan, Food and Beverage Director La Manga Club SL

Do you think
this is a bit of a
Cheesy story?
Nobody knows for sure where Cheese really originates.
One of the (many) stories are, that an Arabic nomad was
embarking on a journey across a desert. He filled an

Spain is well known for its native cuisine, and

For starters we love Spanish cheese. Manchego

animal skin with milk to drink along the way.

rightly so. Galicia brings us their seafood, the

mature or medium mature (ewe’s milk) from the

The movement of his Camel together with the effects of

Basque region is one of the finest dining

Castilla La Mancha region. Or what we call ‘Pescaíto’

the hot sun on his drinking vessel combined to give him

destinations in the world with their meats.

(fried fish), from Andalucia. Prawns in spicy garlic sauce

a nasty shock when he stopped for some refreshment.

Catalonia with the ‘Pa amb tomaquet. Valencia

or salads with local vegetables like Raff romato are

Instead of finding milk, he found protein rich lumps of

with Paella, Murcia with its Caldero and

superb starters if you decide to have lunch or dinner at

curd, and so they say, that was the day that Cheese

Andalusia with its world famous ham, all together

La Cala, with stunning views of the beautiful

was born.

show that the Mediterranean diet is a world-

Mediterranean Sea.

I’m sure that somewhere in this story is the truth of how

In this maritime area we have an amazing opportunity

Cheese was first made, probably by accident! Anyway,

to taste fish, like the locally caught loin of red tuna,

fact or fiction Cheese in Spain certainly has it’s origins in

butterfly wild sea bass or loin of turbot, oil scented

the past. Archeologists have found evidence that

with sun-dried ñora peppers at La Cala. If you are not a

production began on the Iberian Penninsula when they

fish lover, then our entrecôte steaks, Galician fillet

were excavating Neolithic and Calcolithic sites. They

Although La Manga Club’s restaurants are all themed

steak or Aragonese Milk-reared lamb chops are a great

date back to the 6th century BC, where they found many

so very differently, all of them are an example of how

alternative for your main course.

Cheese making vessels.

leader in healthy eating.
Add to that the rich legacy of Arab gastronomy in
our recipes, as a result of more than 700 years of
Al-Andalus culture in Spain. And you’ll find us
hard to beat from a culinary point of view.

The Latin word for Whey is Caseus, Queso in Spanish or

we understand food, and how we take our traditions

Looking closer into local dishes, you must try La

and our culture to the next level. By adding the

Bodega. They introduce us to the ever popular

excellence and the savoir-faire of our chefs to our

Zarangollo, made with scrambled eggs, courgettes

Flavours are generally classified as light, medium or

typical Spanish menus.

and oregano, also the tortilla española or tortilla de

strong, dependant on the animal the milk was taken

patatas (Spanish omelette with potatoes). Join our

from. Those made from Sheep’s milk are normally strong.

national debate about the perfect Spanish omelette

Those from Goat’s are often medium and from the coastal

and let us know what you think. With or without onion?

regions and the light Cheeses are made from Cows milk

You must choose!

which are mostly in the north and in the Balearics..

Cheese in English.

Half the Cheese produced in Spain is a mix of all three.

The most popular Spanish dish of them all is probably
Paella (from Valencia), made with rice and saffron to
give it a yellow colour. And a selection of seafood, fish,
meat or vegetables. An authentic paella is not always
well cooked, especially abroad, and many of our guests
feel delighted after tasting it at Amapola, La Princesa

The Spanish take Cheese making very seriously. Although

or La Cala restaurants. Rice, indeed is the main

they make over 100 different cheeses, only 13 of them

ingredient of our traditional dishes along with

have ‘Denominations of Origin’. That means they can only

vegetables from the Murcia region.

be made there and nowhere else. In much the same way

Another speciality not to miss is Caldero del Mar

Champagne can only be called Champagne if it’s made in

Menor, a juicy dish cooked with local fish (served

the Champagne region of France.

separately) and of course, rice!

They also eat cheese frequently with bread, as a
In the northern part of Murcia we produce the
prestigious Jumilla wine, and a great selection of
them are available in most of our restaurants, along
with Rioja and Ribera del Duero, Spain’s top three

dessert, a tapa, or on its own. So if you don’t try it in
one of our many fabulous restaurants on resort, then be
sure to go in any town where you’ll have the choice of
many local ones.

red-wine regions.
There is a very famous and very true Spanish saying,
Life is too short to drink bad wine!
I’m sure many of you would have trouble disagreeing
with that sentiment!

Some of the Cheese brands that have ‘Denomination of Origin’ in Spain.
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Time to clean up

LaMangaClub

Congratulations
to Si Bar, 10 years
at La Manga Club!

By Jo Fish, Environment

Las Sabinas car park has been repaired and

owners. It was also a collaborative effort with the Las

refurbished. What is remarkable about that?

Sabinas Community who contributed to the cost.

When I first looked at it closely, after the election
of the new General Community President late
in February, I could hardly believe my eyes.

Well done to all the good people that pulled out the
stops to get it done so quickly and efficiently.

Ankle deep in rubbish, smashed kerb stones,

A big thank you to Antonio Miranda (gardening),

garden areas overgrown with weeds and

Juan Mulero (walls and road markings) and finally

strewn with debris.

Clive Pratley painting).

Dirty, flaking and encrusted walls, faded parking lines,

Who says that Spain is all mañana!

and perhaps worst of all, painted road markings that

Si Bar is now a La Manga Club landmark and has been
here for 10 years, unbelievable! Says Sylvia Ingham.
Just 4 years after buying La Finca, Peter and I soon

contravened the one-way traffic system.

realised that with all the family wanting to live here. We

On investigation we found that there had been no

needed something else.

maintenance work there for at least 7 years. The new

We were offered the opportunity to purchase the site,

Environment Team of the General Community has been

which back then was called Don Quixote.

tasked with improving the general standard and
appearance of the resort where possible, this seemed a

As a family we felt there was a gap in the market. And

good place to start.

so Si bar was born. We opened for business on the 6th
August 2004. Offering a very different dining and

The car park is a focal point of the resort and used by

entertainment experience, the business is a bit like a

large numbers of visitors and owners alike, what

Chameleon. It changes with the seasons and the need.

impression was it giving? Looking more like Beirut than

In November 2012 Antonio Miranda was planting new

a 5 star resort!

trees on the road leading to gate 3 on the north side of

Work began in early March and was complete by the

the Resort. The idea was that they would eventually

end of the month.

screen off the untidy area beyond. Imagine his surprise
when starting to dig, he found that he was digging into a
huge hole!

place of weeds we now have an attractive garden
underlaid with stones. The walls are once again
pristine. Where they had collapsed they have now
been rebuilt.

talent and the media are never far behind. The holiday
season will see families taking advantage of the free
children's meals before 7pm, enjoying our fun-packed
entertainment, playing football and bouncing on the
slides and castles. During the summer peak, we bring top

difficult to know just how big. It appeared he had

tribute bands in from the UK, to entertain in the

uncovered some old mine workings that ran under the

evenings. This is the 5th year we’ve had Ben, who

road. The work on the trees was immediately halted

tributes Michael Jackson, Abba is every Wednesday and

and La Manga Club SL and Cartagena City Council were

this year has seen Bruno Mars, the Wanted and One

alerted. The road was already appearing to dip, and it’s

Direction, Robbie Williams and Take-That tribute bands.
And we’re proud to say that nearly all the staff who started
out with us in the first few years are still with us today.

Las Lomas and disappearing into the hole! That would
certainly bring publicity to La Manga Club, but not the
sort anyone wanted. Negotiations followed and the area

So a huge thank you to them for playing such a big
part in making sure we are still here 10 years later!

was eventually cordoned off. The road, meanwhile,
continued to dip even further! For the new General

Jenna in action!

Community, this became a top priority. Cartagena City

Kerb stones are now upright. The rubbish has been

Council took responsibility and got to work on the area

cleared and the car park is now being regularly swept.

last month.

New road traffic signs have been painted with a clear

The repairs have involved pouring tons of concrete into

‘no exit’ instruction and arrows are now pointing in the

the hole. Now the area is safe once more.

right direction! The parking lines have been repainted

from all the top European teams here, looking for new

Underneath was a void, very deep and very wide, but

We had visions of the Barcelona FC coach, heading for
Olive trees that line the length of the Car Park. In the

golfers. January, February and March will see scouts

The soil was no more than a spade's depth deep.

a road that takes a lot of heavy traffic.
Clearing the garden areas revealed the most wonderful

For instance, during the Ryder cup it will be packed with

Antonio Miranda can continue to plant the trees and

Jenna McNeill has returned to the Last Drop. Jenna

the Barcelona FC coach will be safe once again! Our

who’s voice has been lighting the Club up for many a

This work has been done within the General Community

thanks go to La Manga Club SL and Cartagena City

year is doing Karaoke there every Friday from 11pm.

budget and therefore at no additional expense to

Council for working together to get the job done.

And singing every Sunday in there, same time.

so you can see clearly where to park.
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Your Security and

SafetyforAll
By Ian Hunt, Security

The new heat seeking night vision camera is now

so hopefully that problem will disappear.

installed on the top of the Las Terrazas del Coto del

Everybody wants a safe summer and by working

Golf, this new state of the art camera is a real asset to

together this can be achieved.

the north sector perimeter. Apart from the obvious, it
should act as a real deterrent.

We have added three hand held night vision cameras,
these will be used by senior Eulen guards to help
protect the perimeter and are another great asset to
security of La Manga Club.

The Gua, Gua
bus-sowho’sis
it anyway?

Information flow is vital and we have been publishing
several security alerts, this will continue. The early
figures are very promising and we have seen a large
rise in residents registering their vehicles. Which in
turn speeds up passage through the gates,

Since as long as I can remember, we owners had our
own bus service. It was called the Gua, Gua (I always
thought it was the Wa, Wa, but what do I know?!) So I
recently went on a quest to find out who it belongs to
and how I can use it to get around the resort.

We have studied a report on all the cameras and while
they supply a comprehensive coverage in the medium
Also a vehicle recognition system is being installed on
the gate, this will be a another great improvement for

term I will be looking at ways to improve this service in
the long term.

the then hotel and the General Community. Now though,
it is owned and operated by La Manga Club SL, who also
own the golf course, tennis centre and a number of bars

the security of communities in the northern side of the

I have started to introduce random vehicle checks on all

club. Security will be split into three sectors the north,

three gates, this I believe is good practice for all

south and the commercial area.

concerned and will help bolster security.

In each area a team leader will report back to me on a

Finally I would like to wish you all a very safe

regular basis regarding security in those sectors,

summer.Our security service is of the very highest

updates will include incidents that have occurred, and

standard and we will be promoting this to the

new projects to improve current security levels.

surrounding areas via press articles, so any would

Vehicle patrols (very visible) have been increased on

Well, back in the day it was in fact jointly operated by

and restaurants. Most of those you will know of.
Its route begins at the hotel and will take anyone who
wants to visit any of their outlets, whether it’s the West

criminals will think twice about entering the club.

course, Tennis centre, Luigi’s or La Cala restaurants, and
return them to the hotel. It is a courtesy bus for their
businesses and not a bus service for owners.
They are happy to let owners use it, but only if they go to
the hotel or any of their designated stops to board it, and

the areas around the golf courses, I believe this will deter

then you can only use it if you go to one of their owned

would be intruders, given the easier access to the club.

outlets, not independent ones.

We are beginning meeting with management

For more information on the Gua, Gua bus, please dial 9 on

companies. We hope, with our help they can educate

your internal phone and ask. They will be happy to help you.

their clients to understand that whilst they are enjoying

Huge success at
the Alda dinner!

their time here, security is paramount, and they should
be aware and vigilant at all times.
I am approaching two local security companies who
will supply a comprehensive and professional security
check, free of charge to all owners.

we will be promoting this to the surrounding areas via

Smile, you’re
on camera!

Thursday 7th of August saw the first joint fundraiser

press articles, so any would criminals will think twice

In the past, due to the personal commitments of some of

things off to a great start followed by X factor finalist and

about entering the club.

our Presidents, they have been unable to represent you

local favourite Ruth Lorenzo. The auction prizes were all

I have also met with every bar owner on the club and

at our regular meetings. So often they give others their

based on a sporting themes, including tickets for the

have had very constructive talks regarding the summer.

proxy. We wanted to make it possible to have them join

Ryder cup and Wimbledon. La Manga Club used their

I have explained to them that they must all take

us via a video/audio conferencing link so you were better

extensive sporting contacts to procure them. The party

responsibility when it comes to this very busy time at

represented. We have just agreed with Omnijoin (owned

continued long into the night in the Piano bar where

the club, underage drinking is high on my list. Loutish

by Brother) to install their system at the Club which in

Steve Charles continued to rock them!This will be an

behaviour is a continual problem, and by more visible

theory means from now every President can be at the

annual event so please book your table early to avoid

policing using security with dogs in the problem areas

meetings even when not on the resort.

disappointment.

This will further add to the well being of property on
the resort.
Our security service is of the very highest standard and

between LMC SL and the General Community. Sylvia
Ingham and Jackie Norris worked tirelessly to sell tables
and raise money for children in Paraguay. It really was a
night of fun with Steve Charles from the UK getting
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What’s happening in the

Property market?

benefits from a strong and well-established reputation as
a resort that has stood the test of time.
The considerable recent investment by La Manga Club SL
in new infrastructure and services such as the new
driving range and practice facilities, the Leadbetter Golf
Academy, the High Performance Sport Centre at the Spa
and the refurbished function rooms at the Hotel, all
contribute to the worth of La Manga Club as brand. With

We asked our own experts, here at the Club for their views

a knock-on effect on both demand for properties and
property values.
There are also considerable efforts going on to develop

Being a property owner means you are always

This year Jackie is seeing even more sales and,

new geographical markets and to further build La Manga

going to be interested in how the market is

significantly, the closing prices are much nearer to the

Club's reputation as Europe's premier sports and leisure

performing. It finally appears we are beginning to

asking prices which indicates that property values could

destination.Through new sports and a new younger

emerge from the recession that has decimated

well increase in the near future.

generation of La Manga Club ambassadors in fields such

Spain since 2008. We asked our own Real Estate

Their portfolio shows a huge variation of quality options

as triathlon, powerlifting and fitness alongside the

companies what they thought of the current

for buyers. And her policy has always been to value the

stalwarts of golf, tennis, cricket and football.

market and how they feeling about the future.

vendor’s property indicating the true market value.

Another positive change is the new spirit of collaboration

Nick and Kim Bennett of Villa Management have had

Experience shows that buyers will pay the right price for

between La Manga Club SL and owners in our resort, as

a fantastic 2014, in fact they are more than 100% up on

what they really want, and know that their purchase

witnessed by the recent Alda Foundation charity event.

the previous year, and it’s still only August!

represents good value for money.

The results of all this are also being felt with two years'

They are also seeing a huge increase in holiday rental

Elysium will continue exploring new markets throughout

sustained growth in visitor numbers at the Hotel and Las

and management. In fact in 2015 they will be working

the world to bring potential buyers to La Manga Club, if

Lomas. All of whom are potential future property owners

with 5 major holiday rental tour operators, are always

you are considering selling your property, they would be

at the Club. So the future for property sales and values at

looking for villas with pools and will offer owners a

delighted to add it to their portfolio.

La Manga Club is looking rosy, with sound and

guaranteed income.

www.elysiumproperties.com

sustainable growth. Please call us - 968 33 8676 Ext 6920
www.lamangaclub.com/real-estate

Marena Murray
invests in technology
Marena Murray – The Property Specialists have built
their business on three simple principles, quality service,
friendly no-nonsense advice and a thorough
understanding of LMC’s unique property market.
There have been many renovations taking place with

Prestige Real Estates have been at the Club longer

The business has invested heavily and broadened its

owners looking to benefit from the new found

than most, so have seen many market movements,

range of services, raising the bar in all areas of property

confidence in the property market said Karima Laamiri,

developments and trends. Owned and operated by

sales and, more recently, providing property management

sales director, so the outlook is a positive one.

Amanda and her husband Paco, Prestige is very much a

and holiday rental services to offer a truly ‘turn key’

Villa Management are located, in the now full Las

family run business. They not only have a property sales

property service here in La Manga Club.

Sabinas commercial centre.

side, they also have a management and holiday letting
one too. So can rent out your property, or sell it for you!

Bringing all their years of experience to bear, they know
what works and what doesn’t. They have taken their time

Amanda felt the area of Murcia was hit badly by the

and invested in web based services for holiday bookings

recession, but conversely that La Manga Club was

and payments, choosing the best support team and

better protected, because of it infrastructure and year

ensuring everything is transparent. They use the latest

round businesses operating here. Making this resort

technology to keep their customers informed at all stages

unique from the others. Values have held their own and

in real time via the internet. And have used their

she believes will soon return to pre-recessionary values.

knowledge and experience to put together the most

Fairway to Paradise

Gone are the days of silly offers and bargain basement

reliable and professional team for property management.

holiday rentals. Amanda and Paco have two young sons

Marena believes the market has double dipped, but is in

Elysium Properties was established in 2009 by Jackie

and have lived hear since the 80’s, so they are not only

no doubt it is back on the up, as this clever chart shows

Mycroft. She has successfully sold many properties in

happy we are returning to normal, but happy for the

and is hugely excited for the future of La Manga Club.

increasing volumes ever since. Her unique marketing

country as well. www.prestigerealestate.com

programmes have helped produce a bumper year for

On the up at the Club

sales in 2013.
Elysium also sold the most expensive property at La

The team at La Manga Club Official Property Sales

Manga Club which completed the same week as a small

are seeing signs of positive growth in demand for new,

studio apartment! This just proves that buyers are still

re-sale and rental properties alike. Unlike most newer

purchasing at many different levels.

developments along the Spanish coast, La Manga Club

www.marenamurraylmc.com or call 968 175 087
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Las Sabinas has

Some real gems

La Manga Club’s
cats, are they
friend or foe?
Many people have their own view on cats at the Club,
some see them as a nuisance others as saviours. How
so? I hear you ask.
The simple fact is La Manga Club need their cat

3 times the fun
at Undersun!

Asia restaurant
offers a taste of
the Far East

population, without them we would be infested with rats.
Many people don’t realise that cats also keep snakes and
cockroaches in check. They also think that well fed cats
don’t kill rats. Sorry, they do, they hunt even better as
they are stronger, they just don’t eat them that often, I
mean, would you?
That’s the upside, the downside of cats if they can often

Asia restaurant is open seven days a week and serves

look unwell and can make a mess.

a fusion of all things oriental. Always busy, this little
Oasis offers a high standard of food that will never
disappoint. With the introduction of Dante, Flutes, Las
Barras and Undersun, Las Sabinas is fast becoming the
place to eat at the Club. Asia is owned and operated by
In the Las Sabinas Shopping Centre is a unique, innovative

La Manga Club SL, so if you use your new Club Card

and exclusive gastronomic experience - Undersun!

you’ll qualify for their fabulous discounts.

Offering something different for everyone at the Club.
Restaurant Lounge - A very diverse menu where
traditional flavours combine with new ones. A wide
selection of international dishes made with the best
and freshest ingredients. Italian, Mediterranean,
Japanese, Peruvian & British food are all featured.
Open from 6.30 pm - 12.30am.
Tapas Bar - It’s very informal, a relaxed and cheerful
setting. To enjoy either with friends or as a couple.
An abandoned kitten at Los Lomas

A wide selection of beers, cocktails and wines and all
combined with tapas. The restaurant menu is also
served in this area. Open from 12.30 pm - 2.30am
Gin Club - Our chill out, outdoor area! Created to enjoy
a fantastic selection of cocktails and gins. Its
cosmopolitan, urban and chic atmosphere is ideal for
letting your hair down after a hectic day! We also have a
live DJ and are open till late. Great for special events

We have a program here at the club that ensures cats are

Fine food now
served at Flutes!

caught and spayed, marked and returned to the
population, which keep down the vermin at the club.
To have a controlled and healthy population is the smart
thing to do, you rarely see them on the road and we
hardly ever see road kill.

and celebrations. Undersun is also the place to have

Flutes opened on Friday the 4th of July for food. They

private parties, weddings or birthdays. We have three

have recruited the services of Annunziata Ponce-

There are resorts now that actively promote

very different spaces adapted to the specific needs of

Albendea, a top Spanish chef who has spent the last 6

controlled cat populations as a marketing ploy!

each event as well as private parking. For reservations

years working in London. She has put together a menu

Unfortunately because of our animal welfare policy we

please call 968 175 889 or visit www.undersunclub.com

that is both traditional and modern. From homemade

often have kittens, like the one’s abandoned here. And that

Burgers and Steaks to Tapas. With a menu that includes

we could do without! Fortunately we catch them and

Pleasehelpour
treesandshrubs

Chorizo and Black Pudding cooked in Cider, Mussels

often find homes for them but that won’t always be the

Marinara, which are local Mussels cooked in white wine

case. So please be nice to our cats, they are there to help

sauce it’s sure to be a rip roaring success.

us. If anyone wants to offer their help we would be

We wish them all well!

delighted to hear from you.

You may well be aware that we have been
experiencing a bit of a drought! Whilst we do have
Miranda’s to water our newly planted trees and shrubs,
many are still suffering.
If you see a tree or shrub outside of yours or a
neighbours house in distress, we would really
appreciate you giving it a bucket of water. Thanks!

An abandoned kitten
at Las Brisas
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Time to get the new FREE

Business Association App

Our golf course
An update
We finally have a new hole on the North course! The
re-designed and re-modelled 17th will be open for play
this September. This hole used to be a long par 4 skirting

By Amanda Thatcher, Secretary - Business Association

the driving range with out of bounds along the left hand
side of the fairway. Now it’s a risk and reward drive. Take
it on and risk the lake, or play safe with an iron. Building

The new Business Association App is ready to

little over 5 years ago at the beginning of the

download and completely Free to anyone with a

World-wide recession.

mobile phone or tablet! It’s the perfect aid to

Their aim was to send a united message to all our

finding your way about, what’s going on and

visitors, and show them what the Club really has to

where it’s taking place. There’s even a built in

offer everyone.

GPS feature to help you find the location, along
with all the relevant contact details.

the new hole has allowed the club to extend the driving
range and finally acquire practice balls that will test your
swing! We hope you enjoy it, we think its a winner!

First of all a resort map was produced, showing where
all the businesses are and how best to get to them.
These maps are handed out by the Eulen guards at the
security entry gates as well as by the businesses
themselves, so visitors get one as they enter the club.
There are also 16 large
resort guide boards
placed strategically
around the Club that are
easy to read and helpful
to all.
Furthermore they have

Business Association

just developed a new

app that will be available FREE to anyone to download
early this summer. They work closely with the Club’s
owners La Manga Club SL and you will find many of
their offerings on this App as we all work together.
The last 5 years have been tough but most of those
that joined the association are still here, without them
La Manga Club would not be the year-round resort it is,
so please continue to support your local businesses!
The App is available to all iPhone users at the App store,

Always do your best to shop at La Manga Club first!

but please remember you have to search in iPhone apps.

A small group of individuals have made all this possible

Android users will find it in the Google Play store and

by giving their time to help others.

Blackberry users can find it in the Blackberry World store.
In addition to the stores, you can also download it by
scanning the QR code under this copy.

They are Sylvia Ingham, Amanda Thatcher, Marena
Murray, and Roger and Karen Lowe - We thank them
for their hard work and continued support.

Pleasebeware
ofdrinkdriving
ifyouventure
outinyourcar!
The roads at La Manga Club are still very much part of
the roads of Spain, and therefore governed by the laws
of driving in Spain.
Some believe that the roads here at the Club are
private, they aren’t, and driving under the influence is
just as dangerous as it is back home where you live.
So we ask you to consider leaving your car at your
property before you embark on a night out.
Please remember though, if you do decide to go off
complex, the Guardia Civil could be waiting if you are
over the limit! So please drive responsibly, as indeed
you would where-ever you may live back home.

You’ll also find the download information on our new website

Remember, driving a golf buggy is no different to

The La Manga Club Business Association was formed a

driving a car in the eyes of the law.
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And now a word from

Our new sponsor!
By Albert Barra, Marketing Director La Manga Club SL

Proof that
Paella is not
always a
Spanish thing
In early March we put on our first big event, the Buena

There has recently been some communication from

allows discounts and recognises their status at the

us on the new La Manga Club cards due to be

resort, we will achieved just that.

Although it has generally been well received, there have
been one or two negative comments posted on the
Owners Club Forum, so I felt the need to respond.

events manager was at the helm! Pedro Polo was our
Master Chef but unfortunately his ingredients are top,

distributed this September. In hindsight, we believe we
may have been a tad ambiguous.

Vista Easter Paella do! Annette von Laufenberg our

LMC SL is working with the General Community to

top secret, to learn anything you’ll have to come over

provide them with value to their owners. This doesn’t

and watch him do it.

just mean discounts, we are also investing heavily to
bring more visitors to the resort which also impacts on

We had some excellent home made food, several

the rental market. This in turn benefits all businesses

bottles of local wine and danced to International

I have to begin by stating the previous card was not a

operating within the Club. Also the value of owners

Evergreens and Spanish Sevillanas.

loyalty program in keeping with our commercial

investments, made by buying a property here will

objectives, so we clearly needed to make some changes.

increase, which can only be a good thing.

There was a good mix of owners and residents in what
became a truly International event with representation

The objective of the new program is to reward
customer loyalty. We also wanted to encourage a sense

We all want a prestigious resort, and we are working

from Belgium, Germany, England, Holland, Ireland,

together to make that happen.

Spain and the USA.

of belonging to something that is both prestigious, and
completely unique to La Manga Club owners.

We hope by helping to produce this magazine we are

We had such a fun time and even managed to

demonstrating our intent to work together. In the

understand each other, we hope to be joined at out

history of this wonderful resort, this is a first!

next soirée by our Swiss and Norwegian contingent!

There is an enthusiastic new management team
working at LMC to accomplish it. It won’t easy, and it
won’t be instant, we are however all very positive
about the future and certainly hope that you are too!

The other card, that will also be launched shortly, is for

Meat Point,
another new
restaurant at
the club, is
now open

owners that have no sports rights. Currently they do not

Meat Point opened this summer, this brand new steak

benefit from any discounts, now however they will

house, offers some of the best meat in the Murcian region

receive a 10% discount. We felt this best represented

of southern Spain.

We decided on two cards. The first, our Premier card, is
for owners with sports rights and gives a 20% discount
at most of our retail outlets, restaurants and bars. It
also entitles holders of the previous La Manga Club
Card to benefit from our programme and gives benefits
to a larger number of owners. There were only
previously some 350 card holders, this scheme will be
for every owner.

Margarete Hellings – President Buena Vista

Areyougetting
aroughride
onthetough
Westcourse?

owners and the financial commitment they have made
to LMC. All owners will now get discounts at our

With a great atmosphere and a fabulous terrace

outlets. The discount in the restaurants is on the whole

overlooking the La Manga Club Tennis Centre, Meatpoint

bill which includes alcohol, the previous card didn’t.

offers all types of grilled meat. Brought to you specially

The cards are also valid to use for discounts on drinks

from Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil and the United States.

at our bars, Mulligans and the Piano Bar. It must also
be remembered that LMC SL are the only business
currently offering a discount card on the resort.

They also serve amazing appetizers, such as the famous
breaded eggplant. Not to mention some of the best wines
in Spain, as well as local ones from the Murcia Region.
We have just taken delivery of 20 brand new buggies on

The card will also include a new loyalty scheme, which
we think will prove to be a major benefit to regular

This new restaurant, totally refurbished with a lovely ultra

the West Course, all part of our continual improvements

users. Our aim is to encourage owners to use our

modern, ambient atmosphere, is open to our owners and

to the golfing side of La Manga Club, which we promised

facilities, and we hope by offering a free card that

holiday makers alike, all year round.

we’ll turn into the best facilities in Spain.
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Improve your game at

TheNewAcademy
By Laurence Brotheridge, Academy Director

The Leadbetter Academy at the Resort is new to the

up and how do you compare to the pros? All these

Club. Renowned as one of the best academies in the

questions and more can be answered.

world of golf, their highly trained coaches are able to
use their knowledge to take your game to the next level.
The Leadbetter philosophy is one of the most holistic,

SAM Puttlab is the ultimate in putting analysis. Within
a few putts, data is collected on acceleration, timing,
consistency, swing path, clubface angle and strike

Your golf buggy
and the law

cause and effect are the core beliefs. By having a deep

point. We can then diagnose why you keep missing

Ian Hunt, Team leader security, recently wrote to all

understanding of what makes your swing the way it is,

those 5-foot putts and put that right.

owners explaining the legal age of driving a golf buggy

the cause can be changed which will set off a series of
positive chain reactions in your technique. This may be
something in your set-up position, or it could be a
concept change.

For a long time, video has been the staple in

was the same as that of driving a car. We felt we needed

golf instruction technology. But with the V1

to mention it again as although we only had one accident

software, this is taken to new heights as teachers

this year, near misses are becoming more and more

are now able to draw lines and shapes on the screen

frequent. Please, don’t allow your underage children or

As well as being highly trained, the Leadbetter pros are

to highlight faults, as well as compare your new

guests to drive your buggy on our roads as they are

armed with some of the best technology in the industry.

swing to your old swing, even against your

breaking the law and will be stopped by security.

With Trackman, K-vest, SAM Puttlab, V1 and Casio high

favourite player!

If the are caught by the Guardia Civil, they and you will

speed cameras, they have everything they need to
If you combine the V1 software with the high speed

be prosecuted, just as they would be in your home

Casio cameras, you get ultimate visual instruction.

country. More importantly we really want to avoid any

Trackman is the biggest buzz in golf right now.

These cameras are able to view your swing at 240

type of nasty accident on the resort.

Featuring Doppler Radar Technology, this little orange

frames per second, so we never miss a thing.

improve your game.

box is able to track not only your golf ball flight with
incredible accuracy, but also to tell you exactly what

For speciality shots, they can view what your clubhead

the clubhead is doing to the ball through the most

is doing through impact at 1000 frames per second.

Let’s invest
in youth!

important part of the swing – impact. Our coaches are

Although this technology may seem daunting to the

then able to make the best and most efficient change to

average golfer, it actually makes diagnosing and fixing

your swing using this information.

the faults much simpler and quicker.

The Leadbetter Academy at La Manga Club is devoting

And as impact is the cause of ball flight, this can only

Just like a doctor can see the inner workings by using

more of its time to Junior Golf. The backbone to any

mean better, purer golf shots.

an MRI scanner, we are now able to look at your swing

successful Academy has to be its junior programme,

in much greater detail. This just makes the whole

nurturing the future golfers of tomorrow.

analysis. It takes just a minute to put on, and then you

process of improving your game quicker and easier than

A recent success story has seen 13 year old scratch

are able to look at your movement in great detail.

ever before.

golfer Jerry Ji, (a long time student of LGA coach

How big is your shoulder turn? How fast do you move

We would love to see you, why not give us a call and

Laurence Brotheridge) develop into an outstanding young

your hips? Are your shoulders open or closed in your set

let us take the frustration out of your golf game forever.

K-vest is the next generation of body movement

player. Now the youngest member of the Dutch National
Team, Jerry competed in the England Boys U14 Open in
August. Finishing in 6th place in a field of 144 players
with rounds of 76, 74, 71. Jerry prepared for the
tournament at La Manga Club with the new practice
facilities at his disposal. With all the latest technology
and a holistic approach to junior golf, our mission is to
hear more junior success stories from the Academy
in the future.

Jerry Ji
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Think you’re too young for Bowls?

Then think again!

Book now and
playin theOwners
Championship 2014

By Robin Lowman, Bowls club president

Flat Green Bowls is included in the sporting agenda in

The league team, La Manga Crusaders, has played in

the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. Singles, pairs,

the Costa Blanca Bowls Association league since 2007.

fours and mixed matches are played, giving the sport a

In the 2013-2014 season it finished a creditable 6th

truly international flavour. It’s also now well supported

position. Our challenge is to finish higher but all the

through TV, through showing the Indoor Bowls

away matches, played between Fuente Alamo and

Championship at Potters. It is a sport which can be

Alicante, are played on carpet which gives the home

played equally by men and women with no barriers on

side a distinct advantage. However, we do have the

age. Although, quite incorrectly, it is considered an old

advantage when playing at home on grass. Touring sides

peoples game. At La Manga Club we have an excellent

also organise friendly matches against us, the last being

green situated within the Tennis complex. It is there for

a ‘no fly’ cruise bowls team run by Potters and captained

anyone to use. So why not try a different sport to golf or

by Greg Harlow, World No.1 in the Indoors Bowls

tennis with your partner by playing a game where, with

Championship held at Potters in 2010, and also the

the right coaching, either party could triumph.

holder of 7 World Bowls Tour titles.

We are delighted to inform you that once again in
November this year, we will be holding the annual
Owners Championship.
Entry is now open, so please sign up at Golf Admin as
soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

Competitions are varied, including Men’s and Ladies
Championships, a winter league, mixed pairs, a Veterans

The Bowls Club itself has around 100 members who
meet regularly to enjoy not only the game, but also the

The maximum number of entries this year will be 200.

Trophy, drawn pairs, drawn mixed pairs and a non

The actual Competition will start on Monday 24th of

winners competition for those who haven’t won a major

November, with the Players Gathering taking place on

trophy before. We also have a Captain verses

the evening of Sunday 23rd, at the Owners Club -18.00

Presidents’ match and a ladies verses mens match. It is

The Entry Fees are as follows. Owner Members - 65€,

a busy schedule played over a 6 month period.

Owner Non-Members - 100€, Dinner only - 55€.

At the Club's AGM held in March, the new bowls

As in previous years the play will be held, divided by

committee elected Robin Lowman as their President,

Category, on alternate days. The cut will be made on

Ron Stokes Captain, Wendy Simpson Vice-Captain,

Thursday evening with the best scores fighting it out on

Stuart Fisher Competition secretary, Liz Mildon

Friday. A separate 4 ball better ball competition will also

Secretary, Alan Dunmore Treasurer, Madge Marshall

be held on Friday, for those who didn’t make the cut!

Social Secretary and finally Ken Olerenshaw and Brian

The prize giving and dinner will be held in the evening of

Simon as committee members.

Friday 28th November, at the Hotel.

camaraderie and associated social aspect organised for

Please check for further information prior to the

them. The competitive season runs from September to

competition on the Owners website, or our Facebook page

March but the grass green is open 12 months a year

www.lamangaclubowners.co.uk

with friendly competitive games being organised by

www.facebook.com/LMCownersgolf

members on Wednesdays and a Saturdays. Members
are also allowed to play as often as they like once they
have joined the Club. We have four skilled coaches who
are qualified to instruct ‘free of charge’ potential
members interested in trying out the game, even those
people not having picked up a bowl before. The

Please feel free to contact any of the above, at anytime

challenge goes out to everyone - give it a go, try out the

to find out more about bowls, you will be surprised how

sport and enjoy the social side of the game as well.

much fun it is when you have a go.

Why not try Dante’s?
Next to La Barra in
Las Sabinas, for all
things Italian!
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Any colour you like as long

as it’s pink!
By Caroline Douglass and Helen Holland

A La Manga
Ski Club?
Excuse me???
Being a part of the best sports resort in Europe, it should
not surprise anyone to know that we can also add Skiing
to our range of participatory sports!

‘Pink October’ is now known throughout the World

(golf and tennis), refreshments and courts. However

In a few hours, on empty roads, we reach the purpose

as Breast cancer awareness month. During which

these events could not happen without the selfless

built resort of Sol y Nieve, near Granada atop the Sierra

time many events are organized to raise money.

commitment by our wonderful volunteers, who have

Nevada. It’s the most southerly ski resort in Europe! It

Here at La Manga Club we also try to do our bit.

given their time to help with the organisation, to make it

boasts lifts up to 11,000 ft, and on a clear day, views all

Last year we managed to raise nearly 10,000 euros,

into the event it has now become. It’s one of La Manga

the way to North Africa. Good snowy conditions begin in

and hopefully this year we can at least match it!

Club’s most popular events and is always oversubscribed.

late November and can last until the end of April.

The golf competition was originally started after

What you may not know however, is that we have

Helen’s husband, Robert, was watching the British

several people with excellent skills, waiting to help you.

Masters on television. He noticed all the players

We’ll show you around and introduce you to the best

and caddies were wearing pink for the day in

and closest hotels, Ski Schools and equipment hire,

memory of Heather Clarke, wife of Open Champion

there is no age or ability barrier, all we require is your

Darren. Heather had recently lost her battle with

enthusiasm!

breast cancer. The players and caddies gave a

It may be on your list of things to do, you may just want

proportion of their winnings from the event towards

to see it, take in the atmosphere, see the views, or

the Breakthrough Breast Cancer Charity.

simply sit in a deck chair watching others whilst

Everyone was encouraged to wear pink, both on the golf

enjoying an al fresco lunch.

course, and later at a dinner organised at La Finca

You may want to learn to ski, brush up on existing skills

restaurant that evening. Money was raised for

or just simply have a few days relaxing in a great resort.

Breakthrough Breast Cancer in a variety of ways

There are an abundance of runs to suit all grades, there’s

throughout the day, including a very successful auction of

even a black one or two. With long days of sunshine, in

donated items at the dinner.
If you would like to be a part of the event we would love

a place where the lifts close late and the days are long.

to hear from you, so please contact Karen Lowe,

We are here to help and encourage, if you want to find

karen@lmcemail.com or Helen Holland

out more then please contact Gill Schofield or John

helholland@yahoo.co.uk

Hall, on ext. 4011 or call 968 338 311. Failing that, watch

If you want to sign up for the Tennis Tournament please

out for information on Ski Talk evenings soon to be held

contact Caroline Douglass ceadouglass@gmail.com or

in The Scotsman, Bellaluz.

Clare Hunt clarehunt@me.com

Unlike the rest of the page,
Pink isn’t compulsory!

Last year it was decided to expand the event, and a
tennis tournament was held the day before. This proved
to be hugely successful and even more money was
raised. The tennis players really embraced the pink theme
as well! The Pink Weekend was well and truly born!
This year, on Saturday October 18th, we are holding a
‘Fun’ Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament.
The La Manga Club Tennis Centre have kindly donated
their courts, and the Head Coach, James Rose has offered
to give up his free time & run the actual Tournament.
The First prize of a weekend warriors Tennis Course has
also been donated by the Tennis Centre.

Before and during both Tournaments we will be offering

The 7th annual Golf Invitational Society Pink Day takes

various items for the raffle and our auction, so please

place this year on Sunday 19th October.

check our Facebook page for more information leading

Each year the event has become pinker and pinker!

up to the weekend.

Prizes are even awarded for the best dressed on the
day, both on the golf course and at the evening dinner.
Thousands of euros have been raised, thanks to your
generous donations of auction items, raffle prizes, balls

https://www.facebook.com/sportpinklamanga
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A month in the life of a

President
Roger Lowe is the President of Los Altos 2, which

By Communications

is a community of 64 detached villas. June is always
the month to decide how to implement decisions made
at our AGM in May. Our Administrator has the task of

Every community has either a President or a

because trying to get consensus between 30 Presidents

producing the minutes in English and Spanish and that is

representative, I’m often asked what they do? So

is not easy... as 4 hours spent on one topic alone

when they are checked, and the completed minutes sent

decided to pop that question. We contacted three

evidences! Life as a President is certainly varied,

to the Owners together with their second half

of them and asked them to share with us some of

sometimes difficult, but rarely dull.

community fees invoices.

what they typically do. It may well surprise you,

Robert Stimpson is the recently elected President of

Last year I suggested we should tackle the costly job of

they do a lot more than meets the eye!

El Coto Phase 11. He has been visiting La Manga Club for

painting the villas in a different way. By using a

We begin our adventure with Peter Morrow,

over twenty five years and was one of the first to move in.

professional painter who works for 10 months each year

President of El Coto Phase 111.

I was the first President of my community that wasn’t a full

we are saving around €40,000. Previously we used a

It’s 10.30pm on a Saturday evening and time for Match

time resident. However with the support of our

company every 5 years.

of the Day. The phone rings. ‘Can you switch off my

administrators , combined with modern methods of

A monthly meeting is scheduled with the painter to

alarm,’ asks an owner who’s back in the UK.‘ With

communication, and reliable suppliers, I believed being

ensure he is on track. There are also bi-monthly

pleasure, but I don’t have a key and there’s one other

a non-resident President, was more than possible.

meetings with our gardening advisor and our auditor to

small problem, I’m also in the UK!’ And, so starts

During my first visit in the job, we had three major water

ensure all is going to plan.

another month in the life of a community President.

leaks. The first I noticed at 9.30 one evening, with the help

For the last few years Los Altos 2 has been in a very

As President of El Coto, Phase III, I was elected by and

of the resident gardener, the stop cock was turned off and

healthy financial position. This has meant that we are

am answerable to the 30 owners of the community.

the pipe repaired the next day. Other areas of pipe were

able to proceed with works approved such as the

Unlike the Chairman of a Residents Association in the

then inspected and have since been repaired.

upgrading of the exterior of the pool walls. Licenses

UK, a Community President in Spain has legal

Later the unusually dry weather was causing part of the

have been requested from the Town Hall and once they

responsibilities set out in by-laws and also Spanish.

community hedge to wilt, following a meeting with the

are received our maintenance contractor will begin the

So, the job is not to be taken lightly.

gardener, a temporary pipe was installed and water

job. We hope that the work will be completed in October.

revived the hedge. This is something that needs

Security on the whole is very good in our community. In

constantly visiting.

previous years we have had some vandalism from a few

Whilst walking past one of the properties my partner
noticed a kitchen door was unlocked. Following a call to
our administrator and a discussion with the owner in
England, the property was secured and a key was made
For the majority of owners, by far the most important

available for their next visit. Although the communal

issues are security, community fees and the

garden is in great shape, some areas have required more

appearance of the Community. On security, other than

soil, new seed and an improvement in the watering

the odd owner locking themselves out and leaving their

system.This a significant part of the job of a President,

keys in the lock on the inside of the door (when will

almost everything needs constant monitoring.

they ever learn?). I’m pleased to say that the excellent

I am currently in the process of collating owners e-mail

work done by Ian Hunt and his security team, makes my

addresses in order to communicate effectively all

work relatively easy. Payment of community fees is

community and general community matters.

another matter. Most owners pay on time, but we have

holiday-makers who thought it was funny to let off the
fire extinguishers and throw sun loungers into our main
pool. However having discussed this problem with the
GC security advisor, the team’s increased presence,
particularly around the pools in the early hours of the
morning has resulted in no incidents so far this year.
Fingers crossed! The owners of Los Altos 2 understand
it’s their responsibility to make decisions regarding the
community and not the Presidents’. Making sure these
decisions are implemented, creating the agenda for
General Meetings and Chairing those meetings as well
as being available to represent the community in court,
are what I believe are the obligations of a President. The

The latest project I am involved with currently is the

job doesn’t stop there of course. Being a full time

possibility of building steps into our pool.

resident gives me an opportunity to help new owners

Finally the most satisfying task of the summer was to

come to terms with community life. Making sure they

recover these debts. We are usually successful!

organise a pool party to which all owners in residence at

respect each other, attending the quarterly GC Presidents

However, it would be a lot easier if people simply did

the time were invited. I should add that my partner and I

meetings, and being available when needed.

the decent thing and paid on time. Last month we

provided the food and drink, something just about

Communications are generally dealt with by e-mail

finished the exterior painting of community. And whilst

possible when you have a smallish community.

although I am always contactable for emergencies. In

a few, selfish people, who repeatedly default on their
payments. Therefore, in partnership with MSB, our
Administrators, I spend a huge amount of time trying to

the end result looks great, managing the expectations

June we started re-building our website to make it more

of different owners can sometime be a little tricky. ‘Yes

news and information based.

I agree pink is pretty but all our apartments are yellow’

The position of a Community President can be as

GC Presidents’ meetings are an important, but

onerous or pleasant as you choose to make it. I have

sometimes a frustrating part of being a President.

always found the work to be both challenging and

Important because so much of what effects every

satisfying and believe that together we have made a

owner is decided at these meetings. Frustrating

difference and can be proud of our community.
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Your guide to

Health & Fitness

You’llneverfeel
hungryinthe
FirstDropagain

By The Health Team

We intend to present a mixture of health and

Eulen will be first on the scene to assess the situation

fitness tips for the different groups of owners and

and relay that information to the doctor or the emergency

visitors to La Manga Club. We’ll cover all the

services. They will then meet either the doctor or

sports at the resort and have asked MD’s, physical

emergency ambulance at the entrance to the site to

therapists and sports coaches to contribute.

direct them immediately to the scene.

We hope you’ll find the new and exciting

If you are situated outside the limits of La Manga Club

initiative useful.
The Health Committee believe that all owners should
consider completing the Medical Passport.
This is a short, easy to fill out form, that contains
information about you and your medical history. That
could save your life in the event of a emergency.

(and please remember that even Maribel, Rusticana and
Canela Restaurants are outside of La Manga Club) the
Eulen Ambulance team has no authority there.
So please dial 112. This is the European Emergency
Number. This number can be used from any mobile or
land line, including pay-phones. The call is free of charge
and available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The

You would keep this at your property.

operators speak 5 languages, including English and

Don’t forget, wherever you are in the world your past

German.

medical history and medication could be lifechanging to

Alternatively, go directly to the nearest hospital that has

medical staff, and make a big difference to your initial

an emergency department. The closest to La Manga Club

treatment.

is just outside of Cartagena. Santa Lucia Hospital

There are also guidelines already available in the

This is situated on the outskirts of the city not far from

General Community medical centre.

the Espacio Meditarraneo Shopping Centre.

Our advice can be found in the updated form, which

Take the RM12 dual carriageway to Cartagena (as if

you’ll find on the website, under the ‘Medical Centre’

going to the airport).

heading. It can be kept in a paper form or downloaded

At the junction with the AP7 (where you would turn off

to your Smartphone or Tablet. It doesn’t need to be

for the airport), keep straight, following the CT32.

translated into Spanish, as medical terms are
internationally understood. The form itself will be

Food is now being served in the First Drop, La Manga
Club’s newest bar. In a unique operation, the food is
being supplied by Si Bar, something that will follow
shortly in sister pub, the Last Drop, they look forward to
welcoming you soon!

Stewart Harris,
Chairman of
the Owners
Clubhouse

Go past the shopping centre and follow the signs for the
port (Puerto).

valuable anywhere in the world. Once completed you
can forget about.

The hospital is a large, modern building on the left. Easily
visible from the main road.

The new hospital in Cartagena has an excellent
reputation and it’s medical care is as good as you’ll find
anywhere.
http://lamangaclubowners.com/Level1/medical.aspx

There is a large car park and the Emergency department
(Urgencias) is located on the end of the building as you
enter it.
Do not forget to take your passport, personal Medical

What do I
do in an
emergency?
In the Event of a Medical Emergency, If you are located at

Passport form, current medication, EHIC/Spanish medical
card, money for drinks or food and possibly a taxi home.

Know your health
team, and where
to contact them

I am happy to say that in mid June we heard the welcome
news that the Presidents of the General Community have
proposed the option of forming an Association to run the

the club then please call the switchboard. From an internal

The members of the new Health Team are -

Clubhouse independently in the future. Over the coming

phone call 1999 or 968 175 000 from an external line. From

Jan Wilcox, Dr. Colin Barth, Dr. Allen Myers and

months my fellow committee members and I will be

a mobile phone please don’t forget to add the country

Heinz Gloor, Team Leader.

considering how we might best develop this proposal in

code, 34. The switchboard operator will contact Eulen

If you would like to contact any of them you can

time for the next Presidents’ meeting, which is scheduled

security and either our doctor or the Spanish emergency

obtain their e-mail address through the General

for Wednesday, 8 October.

service, depending on the degree of emergency.

Community office.

I look forward to sharing more news after this meeting.
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Proof that Charity

begins at home
By Helen Holland, LMC Residents Golf Association Lady Captain

The La Manga Club Residents’ Golf Association

Jacqui was awarded the MBE in the 2005 New Years’

Lady Captain, has in recent years been asked to

Honours List for her work with the charity.

select a charity to support, during her year in
office. For my year I wanted to choose a charity
that was both local and that helped people of all
nationalities in their time of need. I also wanted
people to be able to volunteer their support, that

Cricket,
lovely
Cricket!

MABS Murcia/Mar Menor Group held its first meeting
in November 2007. In November 2010 the charity shop
and cancer centre was opened in memory of their first
patient who left them a large donation. Thanks to the
generosity of local people and holidaymakers donating

Many owners are unaware that cricket is played here at

clothes, brick a brac and later furniture, the shop soon

La Manga Club, on the Sports Fields for seven months of

became a huge success. This then enabled a separate

the year.

experienced personal insight into their amazing

centre to be opened in January 2014, a lovely tranquil

The season starts in April with visiting/touring sides, this

work by talking to patients, their families and to

villa for 'The Care Team' to work from. Here there are

year we had the England Ladies and ICC European

many of those who choose to volunteer.

designated rooms for complementary treatments and

Division III Playoffs.

counselling. Anyone with cancer related problems can

May sees the beginning of the Eastern & Central Cricket

MABS currently have nearly a 100 volunteers in the

visit for a chat over a cup of tea or coffee. Every third

League (ECCL) with visiting teams coming from Alfas,

region. They drive people to hospital appointments,

Friday of the month, there is a ‘Care and Share Group’

Torrevieja, Madrid, Alcorcon and Valencia

translate for non-Spanish speakers and they do that in

meeting. Where anyone affected by cancer in any way

several languages. They lend an ear to everyone

can be assured of a warm and friendly welcome.

did not necessarily have to be financial.
I chose MABS Cancer Support Group. I have

involved with the patient in the form of counselling and
alleviating the associated fears. Provide information
about cancer, the treatment and any drugs involved.
They visit and provide nursing care for patients in their
own home, when they are unwell due to treatment or
at the end of life. They staff the charity shop, their care
centre and collect and deliver donated furniture.
The list goes on and on and on!

At the end of the season in September, we have the La
Manga Cricket Club T20 Charity Tournament. The last

The great news is we have raised an amazing 7,462

events we have are in October, which are the Lady

euros so far during my year. In June we welcomed

Taverners T20, followed in November by the Spanish

Jacqui and a number of MABS volunteers to a Summer

National Playoffs, between the top teams in Spain.

Solstice Event hosted at La Finca Restaurant. During
her speech, she announced the ground breaking news
that a small hospice had just been opened by MABS. It
was also emphasised that all money raised in the
Murcia/Mar Menor region stays here. The evening was

With three teams, La Manga Cricket Club welcomes
people of all ages. Ranging from a very strong, and up
and coming youth section with some promising talent
joining our academy. To the ‘more mature’ team who are
also eligible for the over 40's and over 60's tournaments.

a great success and generated a considerable amount
of the total raised to date. We have also sent some six
vans packed with goods and endless amounts of

For more information see our website www.lamangacricketclub.com

clothes to the charity shop. Also three more people

Our charity tournament this year is 26-28th September

have shown an interest in becoming volunteers.

and is supporting the Tom Maynard Trust.

I would like to thank everyone for their amazing

www.tommaynardtrust.com

support. I have been overwhelmed by your interest and

Graeme Fowler and Mat Maynard will be doing a Q&A at

indeed your generosity.

the Gala dinner on the Saturday evening. Tickets are still
available, so please call Dave Moore 655 856 663
Entry to the tournament is free, with refreshments
available in the marquee.

Jacqui Phillips MBE is the President of MABS. It was
her experience as a cancer patient that led her, with
others, to form a team that was initially a self help
group in 1999. From its inception MABS has been a
registered charity. Originally for people with breast
cancer in the Marina Alta area. MABS was soon
recognised by the medical profession, who soon began
sending patients to them. It then became clear that
they were able to help all cancer patients. The group
now has branches in towns on the Costa Blanca, Costa
Calida and Costa del Sol, proof of how necessary and
invaluable their work is.

